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Abstract

According to Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory Model of Illness, patients have ideas and action plans related to the management of their disease.

The aim of this study is to examine whether ideas and action plans relating to hypertension change as a result of general practitioner’s (GP’s)

discussing them during consultation, and whether these changed ideas and actions plans affect adherence. The study employed an

experimental design, highlighting three conditions: (0) care-as-usual consultation; (1) discussing patient’s ideas about their disorder; and

(2) discussing patient’s action plans. Ten GP-trainees performed care-as-usual consultations, were subsequently assigned to a training in either

Condition 1 or 2, and performed the trained conversations. Hundred and eight patients with hypertension were consecutively assigned to the

conditions, and completed questionnaires a week before, immediately after the consultation, and 1 month later. The training resulted in two

new, feasible and different types of conversations that managed to affect some of the patient’s ideas and action plans. It is concluded that the

study provided GPs with a tool to discuss illness representations and actions plan of patients with hypertension. Implications for the

management of hypertension adherence in primary care are discussed.

# 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd.
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1. Introduction

For decades, adherence has been considered a topic of

great interest in the medical world. In spite of all the efforts

undertaken, studies on factors contributing to non-adherence

have failed to identify strong determinants [1–3]. Tradition-

ally, medical providers interpret adherence as patient’s

inability or unwillingness to follow medical advice [4].

As a result, when providers try to change patient’s behavior,

they mostly employ the ineffective strategy of providing

medical information and emphasizing the importance of

following the prescribed regimens, without explicitly dis-

cussing patient’s views on this issue [5,6]. We propose that a

theory-based approach to improve patient–provider com-

munication about patient’s views is relevant for improving

adherence.

In this study, we employ Leventhal’s Self-Regulatory

Model of Illness [7,8] to explore which issues in patient–

provider communication about adherence are relevant. This

model consists of three stages. The first stage is the cognitive

and emotional representation of a health threat by which the

patient identifies the meaning of this threat, also known as

‘illness representations’. Earlier studies have identified five

domains of illness representations: identity (beliefs about

disease label and associated knowledge), time line (beliefs

about course), consequences (beliefs about effects of the

disease), cause (e.g. beliefs about degree of personal respon-

sibility), and control beliefs (for chronic diseases) or cure

(for acute disease) [7,9,10]. A related aspect of illness

representations concern people’s beliefs about their medica-

tion, also known as ‘medication representations’ [11]. The

second stage of the model concerns ‘action plans’ referring to

the way patients act upon illness representations. Action plans

relate to both ‘action intentions’ (the planning of a response)

and ‘actions’ (executing a response by implementation of
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actions into one’s daily routines, such as adhering to medical

prescriptions) [12]. In addition, we distinguish ‘action self-

efficacy’, or perceived self-efficacy to act upon action inten-

tions [13,14]. The final third stage of the model relates to the

appraisal of the outcome of the action plan. According to

Leventhal, interaction between stages proceeds in both direc-

tions: a cognitive representation may result in a particular

action plan, which may lead to certain appraisal, but equally

the perceived outcome of the action plan may feedback to

influence illness representations [7,8]. As a result, an inter-

vention aiming at a particular stage may influence the entire

Self-Regulatory Model of Illness.

In patient education literature, two approaches can be

distinguished that emphasize factors similar to the Self-

Regulatory Model of Illness. The first approach aims at

mutual assumptions and mutual understanding between

patient and provider to improve patient education [15,16].

The approach thus emphasizes the acknowledgement of

individual differences in personal illness beliefs. The second

approach refers to behavior-oriented instructions tailored to

specific characteristics of the patient’s medical regimen and

his or her daily routines [4,15,17]. This approach thus

emphasizes the acknowledgement of personal action plans.

In many studies, both approaches have been used simulta-

neously without determining the relative influence of each

approach [4,15,17–21], thus raising the question of whether

both approaches are equally important [22,23]. Furthermore,

although these two approaches in patient-education come

close to the premises of the Self-Regulatory Model of

Illness, it is unknown to what extent the physician allows

for a discussion of patient views. Because physicians tend to

dominate consultations, this could lead to physicians deter-

mining the agenda of the consultation [6,24]. In doing so, it

is more likely that the physician’s ideas about the patient’s

illness representations and action plans ideas are discussed,

instead of the patient’s representations themselves. Accord-

ing to a study in which 60 tapes of medical encounters

between hypertensive patients and their health care provi-

ders were studied, physicians rarely discussed illness repre-

sentations or action plans with their patients [12].

Until now, Leventhal’s model has been often used to

understand patient behavior but not for intervention pur-

poses. Therefore, we conducted an experiment in which

communication during medical consultations about illness

representations or action plans was manipulated in two

separate conditions. Hypertension was selected because it

makes a strong appeal on the premises of the model. First,

although hypertension is an asymptomatic condition,

patients have been reported to act upon perceived symptoms

to regulate their blood pressure. In addition, hypertension is

a risk factor for life-threatening coronary heart disease,

which makes it a constant source of anxiety. Hypertension

is also a chronic condition requiring long-term adherence.

Anti-hypertensive medication may have side-effects.

Although adherence to medication can seriously reduce

blood pressure levels, non-adherence may not result in

increased blood pressure [2,25]. Finally, changes in life style

habits (such as low fat diet, non-smoking and enhancing

the amount of physical activities) can be effective in reduc-

ing blood pressure levels but are hard to achieve [26–28].

Previous studies have shown that patients’ ideas and action

plans relate to the way patients manage their disorders [7,29].

At the same time, there are indications that patient’s ideas

often differ from the ideas physicians hold, and that the

patient’s action plans are inadequate in the eyes of the

physician. Not surprisingly, non-adherence to treatment

recommendations for hypertension is estimated at 36% [3]

or more [30]. Given the high prevalence of hypertension, the

morbidity and mortality associated with this disorder, and the

high levels of non-adherence to prescriptions, improving

adherence in hypertension is of the greatest importance [2].

The aim of this paper is to study whether patient’s illness

representations and action plans change when general prac-

titioner’s (GP’s) are trained to discuss one of these aspects.

As stated before, it was expected that the patients illness

representations and action plans are often incorrect and

ineffective. Patients might realize this because of the dis-

cussion. It is hypothesized that discussing illness represen-

tations primarily affects illness representations while

discussing action plans will affect the patient’s action plans.

Because the Self-Regulatory Model of Illness is a feedback

loop model, it was theorized that an intervention aiming at a

certain stage might influence the entire model. This implies

that when illness representations are affected, also action

plans may be affected, or vice versa. In addition, the relation-

ship between possible changes in illness representations or

action plans with adherence was studied.

Fig. 1 presents the relationship between the experimental

conditions and the Self-Regulatory Model of Illness. The

experiment consists of a control condition and two experi-

mental conditions. Each condition consists of a 15-min

conversation between a GP-trainee and a patient. The con-

trol condition (Condition 0) is a care-as-usual consultation.

According to the literature, physicians mostly use a strategy

of emphasizing the importance of following the prescribed

regimen, and giving medical information [5,6].

Experimental Condition 1 is called ‘‘discussing illness

representations’’. Illness representations often differ from

practitioner’s views of diseases [31,32]. It has been demon-

strated that, when invited to do so, patients are willing to

express their subjective views on illness, even when they

consider them different from biomedical views (e.g. believ-

ing in supernatural causes of disease) [33]. Discussing views

can lead to greater congruence between patient and practi-

tioner. This is important because congruent views increase

patient satisfaction, which is a factor believed to influence

the intention to comply [34–36].

Experimental Condition 2 is named ‘‘discussing action

plans’’ and is aimed specifically at the ability to plan and act

upon goals related to adherence. Taylor and colleagues

found that behavior-oriented instructions aimed at the

process for attaining a health behavior goal was much more
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effective than instructions aimed at the health behavior goal

itself [37]. According to goal setting theory, it is important

to set specific goals instead of vague, non-quantitative

goals, such as ‘‘do your best’’ [38]. Furthermore, a health

care provider can assist by breaking up complex goals into a

series of simpler goals [38]. At the same time, it is important

that goals are set that are appropriate for the patient.

Furthermore, determining the individual’s self-efficacy for

performing the behavior and including this into an advice

has been recommended [38].

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Data were collected from 108 patients with essential

hypertension who used anti-hypertensive medication. Twelve

patients from the original 120 who gave informed consent,

withdrew before the conversations took place (seven) or had

to be excluded because of scheduling difficulties (five).

Forty-one patients participated in Condition 0, 37 patients

in Condition 1, and 31 patients in Condition 2. Fifty-nine

percent were female, ages ranged from 26 to 89 years

(M ¼ 59, S:D: ¼ 11). Patients had been using anti-hyper-

tensive medication for 0.5–51 years (M ¼ 9, S:D: ¼ 9:7).

Patient’s education level ranged from low (46%) and mod-

erate (31%) to high (23%), according to the Dutch school

system. Twelve percent of the patients lived alone. Nineteen

percent were in full-time employment, 24% part-time, and

57% did not have a paid occupation. According to variance

analyses, patient characteristics did not differ significantly

between groups, except for occupation: patients in Condition

2 more often had a (full-time) job.

2.2. Experimental procedure

Patients were invited to participate in the study, which was

presented as an evaluation of a training of physicians com-

munication skills regarding hypertension management.

They were randomly assigned to either the control condition

or one of the experimental conditions. Ten general practi-

tioner trainees each performed a Condition 0 care-as-usual

conversation with four patients on average. Afterwards the

GP-trainees were randomly divided in two groups. They

received a training in either Condition 1 or 2 communica-

tion. Next, each GP-trainee performed the trained condition

with seven patients on average. Eight out of ten GP-trainees

were female and age ranged from 28 to 31 years. They had

on average 3 years of occupational experience as a physi-

cian, of which 1 year as a GP-trainee. Conversations were

video-recorded to allow for evaluation of experimental

manipulation [39]. Patients filled in questionnaires before

and immediately after the conversation. One month later

they received a similar questionnaire at their home address.

Disclosure about the specific characteristics of the three

conditions was given by mail afterwards.

The control condition (Condition 0) is a care-as-usual

consultation, for which the GP-trainees did not get special

instructions. Condition 1, named ‘discussing illness repre-

sentations’ uses a semi-structured protocol to ensure that

relevant issues were covered during consultation (see left-

hand side of Fig. 2). Two aspects are addressed: cognitive

illness representations (‘‘how do you think . . .) and emo-

tional illness representations (‘‘. . . or how do you feel about

the advice). This condition aims at discussing emotional or

cognitive representations that might hinder adherence, thus

influencing the processing of information both at a cognitive

and an emotional level as proposed by Leventhal. The actual

content of the communication follows the Dutch general

practitioners standard for hypertension [40]. Experimental

Condition 2 is named ‘‘discussing action plans.’’ A useful

technique for forming an action plan is mental simulation, a

tool to envision possibilities and develop plans for bringing

those possibilities about, by using one’s imagination [37].

Like Condition 1, Condition 2 uses a semi-structured pro-

tocol to ensure that relevant issues are covered. The outline

is given at the right-hand side of Fig. 2. Two aspects are

addressed, namely the management of affect and the ability

to plan and solve problems. As such, action plans are

evaluated both at a cognitive and emotional level, which

were considered important aspects of Leventhal’s Self-Reg-

ulatory Model of Illness.

For both experimental conditions, the training was given

in two sessions of about 3 h each. When confronted with the

protocols at the start of the training, the trainees were of the

Fig. 1. The experimental conditions in relation to the Self-Regulatory Model of Illness.
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opinion that they already had sufficient skills in discussing

either patients’ illness representations or action plans. The

video feedback convinced them that they did not, which

motivated them to develop the skills needed. Both conditions

required a mind switch on the part of the GP-trainees, which

was achieved during the second session for all GP-trainees.

2.3. Manipulation evaluation

In the second questionnaire following the conversation,

patients were asked to express their opinion about how much

this conversation resembled a regular consultation with their

GP (one item on a 5-point scale). In addition, they expressed

their appreciation of the consultation (three items, Cronbach’s

alpha ¼ 0:83) as well as their emotions about the consultation

(general positive by 3 items, alpha ¼ 0:69; general negative

by three items, alpha ¼ 0:80; and feeling supported by four

items, alpha ¼ 0:52). As can be seen in Table 1, Condition 0

was considered most similar to a regular consultation, while

Condition 2 deviated the most. Furthermore, the appreciation

of the interaction with the GP was high in general, but lower in

Condition 2 than in Conditions 0 and 1. The emotions after-

wards were somewhat different between conditions, with

the exception of the ‘general positive’ scale. Scores of the

Fig. 2. Outline of the protocols used in the experimental conditions.
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‘general negative’ scale were generally low, although a trend

was caused by a high standard deviation in Condition 2,

resulting in a higher score in comparison with Condition 1.

Scores of the ‘feeling supported’ scale were significantly

higher for Condition 1 when compared with the other Con-

ditions. Altogether, patient appreciation and emotions after-

wards were most positive in Condition 1 and least positive—

but not extremely negative—in Condition 2.

2.4. Instruments

A global health status measure was used, obtaining the

judgment of the patient themselves. It contained two ques-

tions: ‘‘how healthy are you? and ‘‘how satisfied are you with

your health?’’. The questions used a 1–7-point Likert scale

(‘‘very unhealthy’’ to ‘‘very healthy’’ and ‘‘very unsatisfied’’

to ‘‘very satisfied’’).

The Illness Perception Questionnaire is a 80-item ques-

tionnaire, comprising the five general components of

Leventhal’s illness representations concept, covered by 12

scales [10,40]. In a study with 186 Dutch patients with

hypertension (including the 108 at T1 from this study, [41]),

nine scales were found (see Table 2 for details): instead of

four causal scales we found two (‘stress as cause’ and ‘other

causes’), we could not distinguish between personal control

and treatment control (therefore the scale ‘control/cure’),

and since we added some symptoms often mentioned in

hypertension research, we found a specific identity scale

(‘heart condition symptoms linked with hypertension’).

The symptom scale asks for a yes or no response to each

symptom. The other scales use a 5-point Likert scale

(‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly agree’’).

The Beliefs About Medicines Questionnaire (BMQ) is a

19-item questionnaire assessing specific representations that

are related to medication use in four scales [11]. It comprises

four scales (see Table 2). The scales use a 5-point Likert

scale (‘‘strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘strongly agree’’).

To assess persons’ action intentions, the Stages of Change

Readiness and Treatment Eagerness Scale (SOCRATES)

was used. This instrument has established validity and

reliability when used in the field of addictions and diabetes

self-management [42,43]. The content of the questions is

slightly modified to account for the use in this study (for

instance: in the question ‘‘I really want to make changes in

how I look after my diabetes’’, the word diabetes is changed

into hypertension). The questionnaire comprises of three

scales that use a 5-point Likert scale (‘‘strongly disagree’’ to

‘‘strongly agree’’).

A 10-item questionnaire assessed four types of self-effi-

cacy about the possibility to perform actions necessary in the

management of hypertension (see Table 2). The items are

derived from a study by Lorig et al. [44] and use a 7-point

Likert scale (‘‘not at all confident’’ to ‘‘very confident’’).

In case of prescribed diet and exercise, other measure-

ments than self-reports of compliance are not available [45].

Therefore, we used self-report instruments for both adher-

ence to medication prescriptions and lifestyle recommenda-

tions: the MARS-5 adherence self-report instrument, [46]

and an adaptation of the MARS-5 for measuring adherence

with lifestyle recommendations, the LARS-5 (see Table 2).

Both scales use a 5-point Likert scale (‘‘always true’’ to

‘‘never true’’).

2.5. Data analysis

For all questionnaires, scale scores were obtained by

adding item scores within scales, and transforming raw scale

scores linearly to a 0–100 scale, with higher scores indicat-

ing more emphasis put on the scales theme. GP-trainees

performed both Care-as-usual consultations (Condition 0)

and one of the experimental conditions (Condition 1 or 2)

and as a consequence patients were nested ‘within’ GPs. To

test the amount of nesting, Intra-Class Correlations Coeffi-

cients (ICC) were calculated, using variances and covar-

iances with maximum likelihood estimation (VARCOMP,

SPSS 10.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, 2000) (see [47,48] for other

applications). The ICCs with random factor ‘GP’ were close

to zero and not significant (range 0.00–0.08). When inter-

action with the fixed factor ‘Conditions’ was taken into

account, the correlations were a little higher but again not

significant (range 0.00–0.15). The interaction between GP

and fixed factor Time resulted in ICCs of zero. Therefore, it

Table 1

Resemblance with regular consultation, patients’ feelings afterwards and appreciation of the consultation

Mc0 (S.D.) Mc1 (S.D.) Mc2 (S.D.) P-value (F-test) T contrastsa

Resemblance with regular consultation 76 (28) 64 (30) 50 (34) <0.01 c0 > c2*, c0 > c1#, c1 > c2#

Appreciation of the interaction with the GP 91 (12) 91 (12) 80 (19) <0.01 c0 > c2*, c1 > c2*

Emotions Multivariate test 0.04

General positive emotion 25 (44) 25 (44) 23 (43) NS

General negative emotion 3 (16) 0 (0) 10 (30) 0.10 c1 < c2*

Social support emotion 33 (47) 64 (49) 39 (50) 0.02 c0 < c1*, c1 > c2*

Note: Scale scores range 0–100; NS: not significant.
a c0: Condition 0, c1: Condition 1, c2: Condition 2.
* Significance at P < 0:05.
# Trend P < 0:10.
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can be concluded that the influence of nesting is negligible.

As a result, the 108 consultations can be considered as

independent observations.

Intervention of experimental effects were investigated in

two steps. First, we examined the impact of experimental

conditions on relevant variables (i.e. illness representations

and action plans). Next, we determined the impact of

experimentally affected components of illness representa-

tions and action plans on adherence.

In step one, differences between groups at each time point

with respect to manipulation check, patient characteristics,

adherence, and the elements of the Self-Regulatory Model of

Table 2

Scale descriptions and examples of scale-items

Number

of items

Cronbach’s

alphaa

Item example

Health status 2 0.90 How healthy are you?

Illness representations

Heart condition symptoms

linked with high blood pressure

6 0.70 Fast heartbeats (related to my high blood pressure)

Chronic time perspective 6 0.81 My high blood pressure is likely to be permanent rather than temporary

Cyclical time perspective 4 0.77 My high blood pressure is very unpredictable

Consequences 5 0.66 My high blood pressure has serious financial consequences

Control/cure 8 0.78 My actions will have no effect on the outcome of my high blood pressure

Lack of coherence 4 0.82 My high blood pressure does not make any sense to me

Negative emotions 5 0.86 My high blood pressure makes me feel afraid

Stress as cause 7 0.77 Stress or worry

Other causes 6 0.70 Alcohol

Medication representations

Specific medication necessity 5 0.78 My health, at present, depends on medicines

Specific medication concerns 6 0.65 Having to take medicines worries me

General medication overuse 4 0.78 Doctors use too many medicines

General medication harm 4 0.61 Most medicines are addictive

Action intentions

Ambivalence 3 0.74 Sometimes I wonder if I am looking after my HB properly

Recognition 6 0.74 I know that I have a problem with how I look after my HB

Taking steps 6 0.85 I am not just thinking about improving my HB management, I am already

doing something about it

Action self-efficacy How confident are you that you . . .

Self-efficacy medication use 1 – . . . are able to take your medication according to prescriptions?

Self-efficacy communication with GP 3 0.88 . . . can ask your doctor things about your illness that concern you?

Self-efficacy self-management 4 0.84 . . . can do the different tasks and activities needed to manage your

high blood pressure?

Self-efficacy depression management 2 0.88 . . . can prevent from being discouraged when nothing you do seems

to help

Actions: adherence

Adherence to medication prescriptions 5 0.77 I take less than instructed

Adherence to lifestyle recommendations 5 0.95 I follow the recommendations less than instructed

a Mean across times of measurements.

Table 3

Patient reports at all points of measurement, corrected for covariates from T0 (n ¼ 108)

SRM elements (d.f.) T0 T1 T2

Hypothesis

(d.f.)

Error

(d.f.)

F-test P-value Hypothesis

(d.f.)

Error

(d.f.)

F-test P-value Hypothesis

(d.f.)

Error

(d.f.)

F-test P-value

Health status 2 NA 0.91 0.56 2 NA 0.10 0.91 2 NA 0.38 0.69

Illness representationsa 16 162 0.53 0.93 16 134 1.62 0.07 16 148 1.03 0.43

Medication representations 8 182 0.18 0.99 8 168 1.30 0.25 8 164 1.26 0.27

Action intentions 6 186 0.86 0.52 6 162 0.51 0.79 6 164 0.75 0.61

Action self-efficacy 8 176 0.35 0.95 8 156 2.17 0.03 8 162 1.46 0.18

Adherence (T0 & T2) 4 212 0.29 0.89 4 166 0.06 0.35

Note: Scale scores range 0–100. RM-GLM using Pillai’s trace multivariate tests; NA: not applicable.
a The scale ‘heart condition symptoms linked with HYP’ was removed from multivariable analyses because of relatively low sample size.
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Illness, were tested by Multivariate Analysis of Variance for

General Linear Modeling (Multivariate-GLM, a procedure

included in SPSS and comparable with MANOVA). Next to

multivariate results, this analysis provides the underlying

univariate test results and contrasts between groups. These

results will be evaluated in addition. Patient characteristics

(age, sex, years of using anti-hypertensive medication use,

living situation, level of education, and employment), adher-

ence and health status measured at T0 were added as

covariates, to correct for initial differences between patients.

For the same reason, the T0 measures of the scales group

under testing were added as additional covariates for the

Fig. 3. Estimated marginal means of scales showing differences between groups over time, corrected for covariates: (a) lack of coherence; (b) specific

medication concerns; (c) taking steps; (d) self-efficacy medication use; (e) self-efficacy communication with GP; (f) self-efficacy relation self-management.

Note: Scale score range 0–100, with higher scores indicating more stress put on the scale’s theme; S.E.: standard error; *P < 0:05, #P < 0:10. Legend: (&) c0

(Condition 0: care-as-usual); (*) c1 (Condition 1: illness representations); (^) c2 (Condition 2: action plans).
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Fig. 4. Estimated marginal means of adherence showing differences between groups over time, corrected for covariates: (a) adherence to medication

prescriptions; (b) adherence to lifestyle recommendations. Note: Scale score range 0–100, with higher scores indicating better adherence; SE: standard error;
*P < 0:05, #P < 0:10.

Table 4

Summary of hierarchical regression analysis of the relation between variables affected by the intervention, with adherence to medication prescriptions and

lifestyle recommendations at T2

Variables T2 adherence to . . .

Medication prescriptions Lifestyle recommendations

ba DR2 b DR2

Step 1: Adherence at T0 0.44* 0.41*

Adherence to medication prescriptions 0.62* 0.02

Adherence to lifestyle recommendations �0.05 0.58*

Step 2: Effected variables at T0 0.01 0.02

Lack of coherence 0.03 �0.22#

Specific medication Concerns �0.03 0.01

Taking steps 0.13 0.05

Self-efficacy medication use �0.16 0.16

Self-efficacy communication with GP 0.29* �0.25

Self-efficacy self-management �0.14 �0.16

Step 3: Effected variables at T1 0.05 0.06

Lack of coherence 0.03 �0.08

Specific medication concerns �0.08 0.10

Taking steps 0.00 �0.15

Self-efficacy medication use 0.20* �0.08

Self-efficacy communication with GP 0.17 0.02

Self-efficacy self-management 0.15 0.19

Step 4: Effected variables at T2 0.09* 0.05

Lack of coherence �0.04 0.22

Specific medication concerns 0.05 �0.08

Taking steps �0.31* �0.10

Self-efficacy medication use �0.13 0.21*

Self-efficacy communication with GP �0.41* 0.14

Self-efficacy self-management 0.02 0.06

R2 0.58 0.53

Adjusted R2 0.46 0.40

a Final b as a result of step 4 of the hierarchical regression analysis.
* Significant at P � 0:05.
# Trend P � 0:10.
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Multivariate-GLM at T1 and T2. The illness representations

scale ‘heart condition symptoms reported’ was tested sepa-

rately from the multivariate test on the illness representa-

tions group, because of the relatively large number of

missing values (people often scored a ‘‘yes’’ or left the

question open instead of scoring ‘‘no’’).

In step two, the relationship between variables affected

by the intervention with adherence to medication or lifestyle

recommendations at T2, were tested using hierarchical regres-

sion analyses with adherence as the dependent variable.

3. Results

3.1. Impact of experimental manipulations on illness

representations and action plans

In Table 3, the multivariate results at each point in time are

described. According to multivariate analyses, differences

between groups are found at T1 in the group of scales

measuring action self-efficacy (the person’s self-efficacy

about the possibility to come into action). Fig. 3 shows the

univariate results of scales that show significant differences

between groups. At the right-hand side of this Fig. 3d–f, the

three self-efficacy scales are given that were affected by the

intervention. On the whole, patients in Condition 0 (care-as-

usual) reported a better action self-efficacy after the inter-

vention. As can be seen in Fig. 4, adherence was not affected

by the intervention.

Based on Table 3 and Fig. 3, the following profile can be

given for the patients in Condition 1 (discussing Illness

representations): scores on the ‘Lack of coherence’ scale,

one of the nine Illness representations scales, were some-

what lower right after the consultation (T1) when corrected

for the baseline measurements (T0, see Fig. 3a); scores on

the other eight components of illness representations were

not affected, however. The ‘Specific medication concerns’

scale (Fig. 3b), one of the four Medication Representations

scales, and the ‘Self-efficacy medication use’ scale (Fig. 3d)

were somewhat lower in this group compared to the others a

month after the consultation (T2) when corrected for the

baseline measurements (T0). In other words, after discussing

illness representations, patients experienced their disorder as

more coherent and less as a mystery. Furthermore, discuss-

ing illness representations lowered patients’ concerns about

the harmful effects of medicines prescribed. However,

patients were less confident that they were able to take

medication as prescribed.

The following profile can be given for the patients in

Condition 2 (discussing action plans): scores on ‘Specific

medication concerns’ (one of the Medication representations

scales, see Fig. 3b) and the ‘taking steps’(one of the action

intentions scales, see Fig. 3c) exceeded the scores in the

other groups when corrected for the baseline measurements

(T0). The ‘Self-efficacy communication with GP’(Fig. 3e)

was lower especially at T1 compared to the other groups.

In other words, after discussing action plans, patients were

more concerned about the harmful effects of medicines

prescribed. Also, patients became less confident that they

were able to communicate with their physician about their

concerns and opinions. Nevertheless, they reported more

often that they were already taking steps to make a positive

change in managing their high blood pressure.

3.2. Relationship between adherence and the scales

effected by the intervention

As can be seen in Table 4, adherence at T2 is mainly

determined by its score at T0 irrespective of the kind of

consultation they had (groups did not differ at T0, see

Table 3). Furthermore, there is no relationship between the

adherence to medication prescriptions and lifestyle recom-

mendations. Irrespective of condition, patients’ confidence in

their ability to take medication as prescribed (‘self-efficacy

medication use’) was related to adherence to medication

prescriptions right after the consultation (T1), but not 1

month later (T2). Instead, the more they took steps to make

a positive change in managing their high blood pressure at

T2, the lower their adherence to medication prescriptions

was. Furthermore, the less confidence patients were about

their ability to communicate with their physician about their

concerns and opinions, the better their adherence to medica-

tion prescriptions was. Although adherence to lifestyle

recommendations is not predicted by adherence to medica-

tion prescriptions, surprisingly, it is significantly related to

higher patients’ confidence in their ability to take medication

as prescribed (‘self-efficacy medication use’) at T2.

4. Discussion and conclusions

It can be seen as promising that after only 6 h of training,

GPs were able to discuss patient’s illness representations or

action plans concerning adherence, and by doing so actually

managed to change some of the patients’ views. It was

hypothesized that both experimental conditions might affect

patients’ illness representations and action plans because the

Self-Regulatory Model of Illness is a feedback loop model.

Indeed, both experimental conditions generated modest

changes in illness representations and action plans until 1

month after the 15-min conversation. However, the condi-

tions related differently to the scales within illness repre-

sentations and action plans. After discussing illness

representations, patients experienced their hypertension as

less of a mystery and patients’ concerns about the harmful

effects of medicines prescribed decreased. However,

patients were less confident that they were able to take

medication as prescribed. It seems that a better understand-

ing of one’s medical condition may not automatically result

in increased motivation to do something about it: some

illness representations were positively changed but some

action plans were negatively affected. On the other hand,
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after discussing action plans, patients were more concerned

about the harmful effects of medicines prescribed, and

became less confident that they were able to communicate

with their physician about their concerns and opinions.

Nevertheless, they reported more often that they were

already taking steps to make a positive change in managing

their high blood pressure. In this situation, some action plans

were positively changed but some of the illness representa-

tions changed negatively. This difference between the experi-

mental conditions implicates that illness representations

which are helpful in achieving adherence, do not automati-

cally generate helpful action plans and vice versa. Rather,

illness representations and action plans are important ele-

ments that both need to be attended to.

This conclusion can be illustrated by looking more closely

to some of the findings in this study: people often have

specific medication concerns, such as worries about side-

effects [11]. In Condition 1, the patients’ illness representa-

tions were discussed and the specific medication concerns

decreased. In Condition 2, the patients’ action plans were

discussed and the specific medication concerns were high-

est. Perhaps in this condition people considered increasing

their medication intake, which generates these worries that

in turn might prevent an increase in adherence. Alterna-

tively, perhaps the patients that discussed action plans

wanted to increase adherence to lifestyle recommendations,

which strengthened their aversion to medication use. To

know for sure, an illness representations discussion would

have been very useful. This indicates the importance of

feedback and follow-up as is indicated by many publica-

tions, e.g. [21,23,38], but it also points to the necessity to

address both topics explicitly in patient–provider commu-

nication. Advice should be adjusted, taking into considera-

tion the new challenges, barriers, and other issues (changed

illness representations or action plans) regarding adherence

that the patient has brought to light [21]. As such, illness

representations and action plans should both be discussed.

The three conditions were appreciated differently and

evoked different emotions indicating that patients perceived

different styles of conversation. Condition 1 (discussing

illness representations) was appreciated the most, and

evoked the most feelings of support. Condition 2 (discussing

action plans) appeared more difficult: it was considered most

deviant from regular consultations, and the interaction with

the GP-trainee was somewhat less appreciated. This agrees

with the GP-trainee evaluation that if the patients differ from

the GP in their illness representations, discussing action

plans is less pleasant. Another publication warned that

setting a goal for a person not interested will probably have

little effect, or may even be counterproductive [38]. Perhaps

as a result in Condition 2, the ‘Self-efficacy communication

with GP’ became lower. However, it was found that less

‘Self-efficacy communication with GP’ and less ‘taking

steps’ at T2, related to better adherence to medication

prescriptions at T2. This, at first sight, surprising result

might relate to the fact that the GP-trainees do not have a

long-term relationship with the patients. The recommenda-

tions and the general approach of the GP-trainees might be

seen as different from the recommendations of their regular

GP, which may decrease the patient’s self-efficacy with their

physician. Keep in mind that Condition 2 deviated the most.

Furthermore, ‘taking steps’ means that people take action to

deal with their high blood pressure, but we found a reversed

association between self-reported adherence to medication

and self-report of taking steps. A similar result was found in

another publication as well [23]. Apparently, taking steps

assumes all kinds of actions and does not necessarily mean

medication taking. It might be that taking steps refers to

lifestyle changes, but no relation was found with adherence

to lifestyle recommendations. Again, this may be because

lifestyle suggestions made by the GP-trainee might disagree

with their regular GP’s recommendation. Because lifestyle

adherence at T0 mainly predicted lifestyle adherence at

T2, the patients probably had the recommendations of their

regular GP in mind. Another explanation follows from the

context that the GP-trainee helped the patient to break down

the goal into sub goals [38]. These sub goals might be

considered too modest according to the patient (for instance,

eating less cheese in the evening), and as a result are not

evaluated as adherence to the lifestyle recommendations of

their regular GP. To test these speculations, future research

should use a more specific measurement of lifestyle adher-

ence in addition of the general instrument that was used in

this study and use GPs instead of GP-trainees to rule out

conflicts in medication and lifestyle recommendations.

The 15-min experimental conversation could not bring

about direct changes in self-reported adherence. Self-reported

adherence levels were already high, especially for medication.

As a consequence, a ceiling effect may have occurred with no

opportunity for improvement, as was concluded in another

study as well [23]. Many patients in our study had been using

anti-hypertensive medication for a long time and may

have grown accustomed to its threats. Regular consultations

(every 3 months) and taking medication are routine actions.

In addition, adherence is very resistant to change. Another

studies also report that the strongest predictor of adherence is

whether or not the patient had adhered in the past [3].

We found the same in our study. Adherence interventions

that proved effective were complex, labor-intensive, and

probably not cost-effective in non-research settings [22].

Instead of developing a battery of supplementary adher-

ence-supporting techniques, we invested in improving

patient’s self-management skills in regular practice. That

Conditions 1 and 2 with a 15 min consultation managed to

change some of the patients’ self-management ideas (illness

representations) and self-management action plans can be

seen as promising.

4.1. Practice implications

Many physicians seem unaware of the relevance of

patients’ ideas and action plans for improving adherence
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[11]. Patients do not often explicitly articulate their aversion

against taking medication, but even when they voice their

concerns or beliefs these are often not explored by GP’s.

This may result in misunderstandings between GP’s and

their patients [49]. This misunderstanding is illustrated by

the findings of Meyer et al. [29] who demonstrated, that,

although all patients were told by their GP that hypertension

is an asymptomatic condition, patients continued to act upon

symptom experience as a reason for taking their medication.

The employment of the Self-Regulatory Model of Illness

model as a frame for discussing illness representations or

action plans concerning adherence seems promising. Inspec-

tion of videotapes made during the consultations revealed

that the GP-trainees did change their communication style

according to the instructions [39]. It is of interest to report

here that the patients’ illness representations were discussed

most during Condition 1, and action plans most during

Condition 2.

Each of the experimental approaches had its advantage

and a combination of techniques is suggested. Some of the

patients’ illness representations and action plans were chan-

ged after discussing them with GP-trainees. The Self-Reg-

ulatory Model of Illness provided GPs with a tool to discuss

adherence with patients.
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